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By Stephen Regenold
The Gear Junkie

Switchblades these are 
not. At least not in the 
legal sense of the word. 
But nudge the blade 

open just a few millimeters 
on a knife like the Instant 
or Venture, two new “assist-
opening” models from Gerber, 
and you get the sense that the 
“switchblade” distinction was lost partly in 
the legalese.

In truth, both these models, and dozens 
of knives on the market like them, require 

a manual push to initiate the blade. True 
switchblades, in contrast, need only the press 
of a button to dash up a sharp edge loaded on a 
spring. 

Assist-opening blades have been around 
for years. They can operate on springs, too, 
but require at least a bit of human interaction 
with a finger or a thumb on a blade before the 

knife’s mechanics can legally kick in to open it 
the rest of the way.

Ball bearings aid Gerber’s Venture knife in 
opening smooth and fast. In the hand, the $74 
blade is ergonomically ready for action with a 
matte titanium body and scalloped contours 
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Fishing Line
Head out to the lake 
and see what you 
can hook. B6 

Fishing Line
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See EASY-OPENING on PAGE B6

■■ Handy everyday knives are quick 
to open, sturdy and endlessly useful 
in the wilderness

GO! BRIEFS

Do what you can to 
save the pollinators

The City of Albuquerque 
and the Open Space Alliance 
are celebrating New Mexico 
Pollinator Week with special 
programming and activities from 
10  a.m.-5  p.m. Saturday at the 
Open Space Visitor Center.

The events are intended 
to educate the public about 
pollinators — such as bees, 
wasps, flies, butterflies, moths 
and beetles — and teach people 
how to protect them from threats 
including pesticide use, loss and 
degradation of habitat and the 
spread of disease and parasites.

Admission is free.
Attendees will learn about 

the butterfly life cycle, discover 
New Mexico pollinators, watch a 
honey harvesting demonstration, 
taste honey and hear about 
natural topbar beekeeping for 
urban backyards. There will 
also be children’s activities and a 
screening of “Queen of the Sun,” 
a documentary about the global 
bee crisis.

The Visitor Center is at 6500 
Coors NW at the end of Bosque 
Meadows Road, between 
Montaño and Paseo del Norte.

For more information, call 897-
8831.

Nature Center hosts 
Junior Ranger Program

The Rio Grande Nature Center 
State Park in Albuquerque is 
conducting two-week summer 
camp programs for students 
entering sixth through ninth 
grade.

Upcoming sessions will take 
place July 9-20, and July 23- 
Aug. 3. The program runs from 
9  a.m.-1  p.m. Monday-Friday and 
is limited to 12 students.

The Junior Ranger Program 
is a hands-on learning 
experience designed to be fun 
and educational. Participants 
will hike and bike in the bosque, 
learn about plants and animals, 
create nature artwork, keep a 
scientific and creative journal 
and learn about the bosque 
ecosystem by meeting with 
scientists and park rangers.

The cost is $100 per student. 
For registration information, 
visit the Rio Grande Nature 
Center State Park website (www.
emnrd.state.nm.us/prd/rgnc.
htm) and click on the Junior 
Ranger Registration Packet link, 
or call 505-344-7240.

The Rio Grande Nature Center 
State Park is at the west end of 
Candelaria Road.

Women’s Distance 
Festival on July 15

The Albuquerque Road 
Runners will host the 26th 
running of the Women’s Distance 
Festival on July 15.

The 5-kilometer run and 5K 
walk is scheduled for 7  a.m. 
at the Southwest Indian 
Polytechnic Institute, 9169 Coors 
NW.

Registration is $20 for 
Albuquerque Road Runners 
members and $25 for 
nonmembers through July 2. 
Fees increase by $5 thereafter.

Register online at active.com 
or in-person from 6-6:45  a.m. on 
race day.

The race benefits the Barrett 
Foundation.

For more information, contact 
Eric Biedermann at erbieder@
gmail.com.

Keeping your
body in mind

For regular updates on exercise 
trends and nutrition news, go 
online to ABQjournalfit.com

COURTESY OF GERBER

The Venture knife ($74), 
left, and the Instant model ($49) 
are both assist-opening blades that can be 
ready to use in a second, even one handed.

Only a flip and a flick away from sharp action

COURTESY OF JEFF EDGAR

There is a growing ultrarunning community in New Mexico to go along with a challenging selection of races. Chase Parnell is pictured com-
peting in the Deadman Peaks Trail Run, an event that takes place along the Continental Divide Trail near Cuba, N.M.

Bobby Keogh, left, and Ian Maddieson hang 
out after the Cedro Peak Ultramarathon. 
Maddieson, a University of New Mexico 
research professor, said he turned to ultra-
running in search of a race that he’d be 
“just pleased to finish.”

OUTER LIMITSOUTER LIMITS
Ultrarunners go beyond the traditional 26.2 miles 

of the marathon to 50, 100 … who knows how many?
By Peter BG 
Shoemaker
For the Journal

N
ick Juskiewicz had 
been running for 
seven hours when 
he tripped. Lying 

on the ground, dazed and 
staring at the mid-afternoon 
sky, he felt the searing pain 
of both calves cramp. He 
couldn’t believe it: all the 
preparation, all his efforts, 
wasted. His first ultramara-
thon was a bust. And then, 
suddenly it wasn’t. Over 
him, a friendly face and out-
stretched hand. “Come on. 
Let’s go.” 

After many years in the 
shadows of ultrarunning 
meccas like Boulder and 
Northern California, Albu-
querque is emerging as a 
hot spot — with an energetic 
community and a challeng-
ing selection of races — for 
people who like to run long. 
And, as Juskiewicz discov-
ered, even if it hurts, almost 

anyone can become a part 
of it.

Technically an ultramara-
thon is any distance longer 
than the marathon (26.2 
miles). Most ultramarathons 
are one of four distances: 
50 kilometers (31 miles), 50 
miles, 100K (62.1 miles), or 
100 miles. 

“Technically” is a key 
word. As Juskiewicz — a 
51-year-old construction 
inspector who started run-
ning on a bet three years 
ago — said, “the 50K is only 
five miles longer than the 
marathon; anybody can run 
five more miles.” For many, 
it’s that sort of “logic” that 
sucks them in.

It’s also frequently a 
desire to do something 
newly challenging. Ian 
Maddieson — a research 
professor at UNM — 
realized that his 5K and 
marathon times weren’t 
getting much better, and he 
wanted to find something 

See ULTRARUNNERS on PAGE B6

Ultrarunning 
resources
■ Albuquerque Road Runners 
has a number of members 
who run ultras, and they host 
the Cedro Peak Ultramara-
thon in April (abqroadrunners.
com and cpu45.org)

■ ABQ Running Shop has a 
trail half-marathon training 
program that offers a nice 
orientation to those new to 
trail running (abqrunningshop.
com)

■ Deadman Peaks Trail Run 
near Cuba, N.M., is set for 
Oct. 20 (dp50.org)

■ Jemez Mountain Trail Runs 
information (highaltitude 
athletics.org/JemezMt.htm)

■ Angel Fire Endurance Run 
is scheduled for June 30 (bit.
ly/LDXZ7l)

■ Ultrarunning Magazine 
(ultrarunning.com)

■ Kevin Sayers’ UltRunR 
website offers a wealth of 
information for those consid-
ering (or doing) ultrarunning 
(ultrunr.com)

Jason Bousilman runs along a ridge at the Cedro Peak Ultramarathon. Other ultrarunning events in New Mexico 
include the Deadman Peaks Trail Run, Jemez Mountain Trail Runs and the new Angel Fire Endurance Run.

START ’EM YOUNG:   Sandia Park race to have events for kids as young as 3. B6
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By Lee Ross
Mountain View Telegraph

SANDIA PARK — For 
those who just don’t know 
where to take their 3-year-old 
triathletes for a good non-
competitive race, Black Dog 
has the answer.

Angie Kandalaft, a Black 
Dog race coordinator, said 
there were 78 kids who 
entered the race last year 
and the group is expecting 
more than 100 child athletes 
this year. The race will be 
held in the Paako Subdivi-
sion on July 7.

“It was really cute to 
watch,” she said. “And we 
have a lot of good, up and 
coming athletes through our 
pipeline.”

She said it also is fun to 
watch the parents get excited 
about the race. They pin 
numbers on the kids and get 
them all dressed up to race 
and jump around and cheer 
the children on.

The race will start with 
the youngest children, age 3 
to 5. They start at the Paako 
Subdivision’s community 
pool, where they will swim 
a lap, then hop on a tricycle 

or maybe a two-wheeled bike 
and pedal for less than half a 
mile. After that, they run for 
about a quarter mile.

Children ages 6 to 10 will 
have a bigger challenge. 
They do five laps in the pool, 
then go 1.5 miles by bike and 
do a ¾-mile run. The next 
age group is children ages 11 
to 13. That group and those 
ages 14 to 17 year both run 
the same course. They do 11 
laps, a 3-mile bike ride and 
run for a mile and a half.

None of the races are 
timed and any child who fin-
ishes the race gets a medal, 
she said. All the kids get a 
T-shirt.

“It’s totally doable,” she 
said.

There will be food, chil-
dren’s music, and activities 
like face painting and games. 
The first race starts at 8 a.m. 
and it should wrap up by 9:30 
a.m.

“If families want to stay 
and hang out at the pool,” 
she said, “it should be a fun 
morning.”

Registration is ongoing and 
costs $20 per child for those 
who register before Tuesday. 
The cost is $25 for those who 
register after Tuesday. Par-
ticipants can register until 
7:30 a.m. the day of the race, 
July 7.

The first race will start at 

8 a.m.
This is a USA Triathalon-

sanctioned event, so for those 
who are not registered, there 
will also be a $10 fee for a 
one-day license per race par-
ticipant. A one-year registra-
tion is $15.

For more information 
about the race or to get direc-
tions or to register online, 
go to www.chasing3.com/
black-dog-kids-mini-tri.

Also, Michael Giudicissi, 
the director of Endurance 
Obsession, said his group is 
offering to pay the entrance 
fees for five kids to enter the 
race.

“We wanted to make 

sure we did something to 
encourage juniors to enter 
the sport,” he said. “What-
ever the cost is to race, we’re 
going to cover that.”

He added that he hasn’t had 
anyone call and take him up 
on a free race yet.

“We’d love to spend the 
money,” he said. “If we can 
just prompt that one kid to go 
ahead and do the race, you 
never know what will hap-
pen. … Whether they do one 
race or 101, we’d just love to 
see them out there.”

The first five parents who 
email a request to michael@
enduranceobession.com can 
enter a child for free.

where he would be “just pleased to 
finish.” Now 69 years old, Maddieson has 
done more than that at many of the most 

important 
ultrarunning 
races in the 
world, and has 
no intention of 
stopping. 

However 
people find their 
way to the sport, 
you’ll hear that 
ultrarunning is 
ultimately about 
the journey, 
not the finish. 
There are lots 
of fast and very 
competitive 
ultrarunners, 
but there are 
many, many 
more that run 
the distances 
just to conquer 
the course and 
test themselves. 

“It’s a mental game,” claims Kelley 
Garcia, tapping the side of her head. “It’s 
what I like about it.”

Revered locally as the most enthusiastic 
(and frequently loudest) participant in 
any given race, Garcia — 46 years old and 
an engineer at Sandia — embraces “the 
game,” pushing herself and her fellow 
racers through the inevitable pain with 
laughter and a raw appreciation for her 
surroundings.

That’s part of what draws people too — 
just being out in nature. Simply.

“It’s an easy sport,” says Jim Breyfogle, 
at 30 years old one of Albuquerque’s most 
experienced ultrarunners. “Just go outside 
and run. Then run some more. There’s so 

much beauty out there, and no better way 
to see so much of it than running all day.” 

With a couple hundred ultrarunners 
in Albuquerque and surrounding areas, 
there’s a lot of new blood, and a growing 
feeling of community. Like elsewhere, 
this nascent community is both close knit 
and incredibly supportive — particularly 
for newcomers and those who just want 
to make it across the finish line. Sure, 
everybody cheers on the leaders of the 
pack, “but they cheer on those at the back 
just as loudly,” says Garcia.

That resonates with Breyfogle as well. 
Also the director for a couple of the area’s 
newest races, he loves being at the finish 
line when first-timers come across. Sure, 
they curse at him a lot, but he finds that 
the tears of happiness and the glow of 

satisfaction beaming from their faces 
softens the blow.

Getting started
If you want to just dabble, or throw all in 

with a hundred miler, the advice is pretty 
consistent: start slow, run long. Build up a 
good base of weekly miles and then work 
in a long run once a week. The long run is 
where you really begin to build up your 
capacity to be on your feet for six, 12 or 
30 hours. Plus, it’ll give you a chance to 
practice eating on the go. Pizza? Burritos? 
Hot dogs? All possible.

Although some ultramarathons are run 
on roads, most aren’t, so you’ll want to get 
out on the miles and miles of ultrarunning-
friendly trails around the city. If 
necessary, you can start with fast hiking 
and work up to running. You could also 
sign up for the training program provided 
by the Albuquerque Road Runners for 
the La Luz Trail Run even if you’re not 
running the race itself. Or check with local 
running shops to see if they offer trail 
running clinics. 

Another meaningful way to get involved 
is to register as a volunteer at one of 
the local races. It’s a great way to meet 
runners and supporters — never a bad 
thing if you’re just getting started.

However you do it, once you meet some 
ultrarunners, you’ll discover everybody 
has a different “perfect” solution for every 
ultrarunning problem — from hydration to 
food to feet. Those long runs are for finding 
out what works for you — the experiment 
of one.

Finally, when you think you’re ready, 
just sign up and put it all out there. There 
are four notable races in New Mexico to 
choose from: Deadman Peaks Trail Run, 
Jemez Mountain Trail Runs, Cedro Peak 
Ultramarathon, and the new Angel Fire 
Endurance Run. All welcome newbies. 
Says Garcia, to almost anyone who will 
listen, “come on … it’ll be fun!”

that cradle fingertips and palm. 
A scooped cutout near the hinge 

is made specially for a thumb-tip. 
It slopes down, directing the digit, 
and it ends at a tiny knob on the 
blade, a button-like feature that 
begins the “assist-opening” process 
to zing up a 3-inch point in a flash.

The Instant, a cousin model with 
composite handles, does the same 
trick at a cheaper price. For $49 
you don’t get titanium sides, but 
the Instant does indeed flick open 
about as fast as its name.

Both models have locking blades 
made of a high-quality stainless 
steel. They weigh about 4 ounces 
and fit nicely in a pocket or clipped 

to a belt.
Neither of these knives are meant 

to be weapons. They are sold not as 
tactical blades but under Gerber’s 
“Essentials” line, which are knives 
made for everyday use.

One-handed operation is the 
main advantage of assist-opening 
blades. From pocket to hand to a 
blade cutting for your task, there is 

hardly an instant of delay.
Utility is the selling point, to 

be sure. But let’s not forget fun. I 
admit to playing with these knives 
and their fast-opening functionality 
for no reason other than sheer 
entertainment factor. 

There’s a slight rush, I’m not 
ashamed to admit, each time my 
thumb moves and the knife jumps 

to life, the blade a quick blur and a 
snap as it locks in place, ready for 
action in a blink.

 

Stephen Regenold is founder and editor 
of www.gearjunkie.com. Find Regenold 
at Facebook.com/ TheGearJunkie or on 
Twitter via @TheGearJunkie or by email at 
stephen@thegearjunkie.com. 
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Fishing Line

F I S H I N G  L I N E
CATCHES OF THE WEEK

At Ute Lake, Ivory Williamson 
of Logan caught a 14.48-pound 
channel catfish on June 12. 
He was using stink bait. … On 
June 16, Hailey Redloff of Clovis 
caught a 4.04-pound walleye. 
She was using a bottom bouncer 
night crawler rig.

At Abiquiú Reservoir on June 16, 
Steve Hale of White Rock caught 
a 7-pound channel catfish. He 
was using homemade dough bait.

At Shady Lakes, Nikko Mas-
carenas of Albuquerque caught 
a 21-inch rainbow on June 13 
with fireballs. … Doug Rice 
caught and released a 21-inch, 
5-pound largemouth bass with a 
white worm on Father’s Day. … 
Caitlin Sweeney, 18, landed a 
25-inch, 8-pound rainbow trout 
on Father’s Day with a woolly 
bugger. … Sutton Hatchell, 
4, of Albuquerque, caught a 
20-inch rainbow (that he named 
“Tommy”) on June 17 with night 
crawlers.

AROUND THE STATE

NAVAJO LAKE: Fishing is good 
for smallmouth bass in coves 
and the main lake points in less 
than 10 feet of water using water 
tubes, grubs, swim baits and 
poppers. It’s fair for kokanee 
salmon in Francis Canyon on 
Arnies and Wedding Rings tipped 
with Corn Fair. For crappie, it’s 
good at Pine Arm using arm 
tubes, jugs and minnows. 
On the quality rivers of the SAN 
JUAN RIVER, fishing was good 
using streamers, small pheasant 
tails, foam wing emergers, dead 
chickens, gray or chocolate John-
ny flash and San Juan Worms. 
In bait waters, fishing was good 
using night crawlers, spinners, 
woolly buggers and jerk baits. 
Shanna Reed, marine enforce-
ment officer

SANDIA LAKES: Anglers have 
reported excellent catch rates 
for channel catfish ranging 
from 2 to 8 pounds. Preferred 
baits have been blood baits, 
shrimp and chicken liver.  
Jason Wiebenga, Wildcat Envi-
ronmental Services

HERON LAKE: Fishing for kokan-
ee salmon remains very good. 
Fish are schooling all around the 
area near Salmon Point (the point 
that comes out from Salmon Run 
campground). 
Best trolling 18 to 21 feet deep 
with a variety of different spin-
ners. Salmon are nice and 
fat, running 13 to 16 inches. 
Some smaller ones are also 
being caught but they’re usually 
returned to the water if they’re 
not damaged.  
A few small rainbow trout are 
being caught in the Ridge Rock 
and Piedra Cove areas. 
Don Wolfley, Heron Lake Guide 
Service

SHADY LAKES: The size in 
the Easy Catch Trout Pond has 
jumped up to a 12-inch average. 
This pond is biting actively on 
night crawlers and salmon eggs. 
The Big Trout Pond is running 
16- to 18-inch average. The water 
is really clear right now in the Big 
Trout pond, so you can easily see 
what is swimming in there. This 
pond usually favors PowerBait off 
the bottom, flies, lures, or trout 
chow. 
In the Catch-and-Release Ponds, 
the bass fishing challenge 
increases with the rising temper-
atures. The highest reported suc-
cess this week was three caught 
using a white worm. Bluegill activ-
ity remains strong on flies and 
worms, and curiously there is still 
some spawning going on. There 
are estimated about 300 to 500 
nice 27-inch plus catfish remain-
ing at Shady Lakes. Most fishing 
in the Catch-and-Release ponds 
is angling for bass, so there is 
little catfish activity to report. 

Jan Phillips, director 

ISLETA LAKES: Fishing at both 
SUNRISE and TURTLE lakes 
has been very good. A recent 
full stocking of catfish has kept 
anglers reporting bag limits. Best 
baits are chicken liver, Catfish 
Charlie blood bait, worms and hot 
dogs. No trout activity, as water 
temperatures are too high. Large-
mouth bass have been reported 
— but here and there — using 
shrimp bait. Tagged catfish tour-
nament ends Sunday. 
Carlos Trujillo

JICARILLA LAKES: MUNDO LAKE 
has been slow for trout with bet-
ter fishing early in the morning 
and up to and past sunset in the 
evenings. Bass, bluegill and cat-

fish are all biting well and some 
decent fish of each species have 
been caught recently. STONE 
LAKE produced at least one fish 
to each of the six contestants 
who entered last weekend’s fish-
ing derby. The winner was Russel 
Vigil of Dulce, who caught a big 
rainbow that weighed in at over 4 
pounds. 
Kevin Terry, fisheries biologist

NOTES from GAME & FISH: 
Fishing on the CIMARRON RIVER 
was very good using yellow and 
brown stone flies, yellow and 
orange stimulators, Cimarron 
worms, San Juan worms, zebra 
midges, black prince nymphs, 
spinners and salmon eggs for 
trout.

Fishing continued to be very good 
using worms for bluegill at UTE 
LAKE. Fishing was very good 
using stink bait in shallow water 
for catfish. Fishing was good 
trolling spinner night crawler com-
binations along submerged tree 
lines for walleye. A few were also 
taken on crank baits. Fishing was 
good using creature baits, tubes 
and 4-inch and 7-inch Power 
Worms in the shallows for small-
mouth and largemouth bass.

Fishing at EAGLE NEST LAKE was 
very good using worms and jigs 
for perch. Anglers are continuing 
to do well from anchored boats 
and from the bank. Fishing was 
good trolling small spoons, Pan-
ther Martins, Z Rays and Pistol 
Petes on light tackle for trout 
and kokanee. Bank fishing for 
trout was fair using PowerBait 
and salmon eggs. Fishing was 
fair using jerk baits, swim baits, 
Kastmasters, Daredevles and 
Krocadile spoons in shallow 
water for northern pike.

At MONASTARY LAKE, trout fish-
ing was fair using Power Bait, 
cheese, corn and Pistol Petes.

The water flow on the RIO 
GRANDE on Monday at the Taos 
Junction Bridge was 281 cfs. 
Trout fishing was very good in the 
early morning and late evening 
hours using elk hair caddis, cop-
per John Barrs, orange stimula-
tors and bead-head hares ears. 

At STORRIE LAKE, fishing was 
fair to good using Power Bait, 
corn, cheese and salmon eggs 
for trout.

Fishing for tiger musky at BLUE-
WATER LAKE was fair to good 
using jerk baits, swim baits and 
crank baits.

Fishing at COCHITI LAKE was 
good again this past week using 
spinners, jigs and crank baits 
for white bass. Most of the fish 
caught were small. Fishing was 
slow to fair using tubes, topwater 
lures and crank baits for small-
mouth bass. Fishing was fair 
using stink bait, hot dogs and 
liver for catfish. 

Fishing at EL VADO LAKE was 
slow but there were a few rain-
bow trout and bass caught by 
anglers fishing from the bank and 
using corn and worms. 

At FENTON LAKE, fishing was 
good using worms, salmon eggs, 
cheese, Pistol Petes and wooly 
buggers for trout.

Water flow on the JEMEZ as of 
Monday morning was 8.1 cfs. 
Trout fishing on the CEBOLLA 
was fair to good using copper 
John Barrs, salmon eggs and 
hoppers. On the RIO GUADAL-
LUPE, fishing was fair using 
bead-head hares ears and 
worms. On the EAST FORK fish-
ing was fair using copper John 
Barrs and salmon eggs.

Fishing at the Central Pond at 
TINGLEY BEACH was slow to 
fair using hot dogs, homemade 
dough bait and liver for catfish. 
Fishing was good using worms for 
bluegill. Fishing at the Catch-and-
Release Pond was slow.

At ELEPHANT BUTTE, fishing was 
fair to good using crank baits, 
curly tail grubs and sassy shad 
for white bass. Fishing was slow 
to fair using crank baits, spinner 
minnow combinations and sassy 
shad for walleye. The best wall-
eye reports came from anglers 
fishing the east side of the lake 
in the Kettle Top area and the 
east end of Long Point. Fishing 
was fair using tubes, small sen-
kos, square billed crank baits 
and jerk baits for largemouth 
bass and smallmouth bass.

Fishing was good at SANTA ROSA 
LAKE using sassy shad, curly tail 
grubs, tubes and crank baits for 
walleye.

Fishing at SUMNER LAKE was 
slow for all species.

from PAGE B4
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Easy-opening knives there in a flash when you need ’em

COURTESY OF JEFF EDGAR

Chase Parnell gets welcomed to the finish by race director Jim Breyfogle at Deadman Peaks Trail Run. Breyfogle, a competitor 
and race director, says he loves seeing the sense of accomplishment on runners’ faces at the finish line.

Matthew Hintzman very happily finish-
ing Deadman Peaks Trail Run.

The 
voice of 
experience
Peter BG Shoe-
maker finished his 
first ultramarathon 
in 2009 and swore 
he’d never run 
another — a prom-
ise he managed 
to keep for about 
41 days. He now 
writes and runs in 
Albuquerque. You 
can catch him on 
the foothill trails or 
at www.petershoe 
maker.com.

Ultrarunners push their limits

You can’t start a triathlete too young
■■ Black Dog race in 

Sandia Park will have 
mini-events for kids as 
young as 3


